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A product and its manual are inseparable. Based on user needs,
they evolve hand in hand over many releases. Adobe
FrameMaker, the authoring tool that has ruled the technical
communication space for more than two decades, and its
manual are no exception. The FrameMaker manual today is not
only a documentation of FrameMaker’s capabilities, it also
serves as an example of output that the latest version of
FrameMaker can generate using its authoring and publishing
features.

As Maxwell Hoffman, Product Evangelist for FrameMaker, notes
in his year in review (http://blogs.adobe.com/techcomm
/2014/12/2014-a-year-to-remember.html), 2014 was the year in
which FrameMaker moved beyond paper. A significant segment
of customers had the need to publish to mobile devices, and we
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gave them a one-touch publishing option to five popular
formats: Responsive HTML5, WebHelp, EPUB, Kindle, and
Microsoft HTML Help.

If you are a FrameMaker user, you can now get a taste of the
Responsive HTML5 experience when you access the online Help
for FrameMaker (http://help.adobe.com/en_US/FrameMaker
/12.0/Help/Using/index.html) from your mobile devices. You will
find that the manual is responsive to the form factor of the
device on which it is open. Text, images, tables, and other
elements reflow instead of getting truncated – an ideal
experience across different devices.
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Many of our FrameMaker users have told us that certain work
environments do not allow an ‘always on’ experience. We have
made sure that the latest and greatest FrameMaker manual is
available for offline use in PDF (http://help.adobe.com/en_US
/FrameMaker/12.0/Help/using-framemaker-12.pdf) format.
Whether or not you are connected, you can use the PDF for
cover-to-cover learning and just-in-time searches.

Context-sensitive Help now launches within the FrameMaker
environment. When you press F1, the relevant Help now opens
in a new in-app Help viewer.
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If you are online, the Help viewer launches the latest and
greatest content hosted on the web in Responsive HTML5
format. The offline context-sensitive content comes from the
CHM Help shipped with FrameMaker. Updated CHM files are
also delivered with new FrameMaker patches. To know more
about how the offline content is refreshed, refer to Updated
Offline Help (http://helpx.adobe.com/tech-comm-suite
/kb/update-offline-help.html).

 

In our recent
updates to the
FrameMaker
manual, we have
made extensive
efforts to organize
the content in a way
that will help users
find information
easily and
accomplish the tasks
at hand. Scattered
pieces about
structured authoring

have been consolidated into two chapters; related topics, such
as Unicode support and Asian language support, have been
grouped under relevant titles, such as Multilanguage authoring.
Across the document, we have taken a hard look at two levels of
titles and tried to ensure that a quick scan of the Table of
Contents helps users find the information they are looking for.
We have tried to keep the titles short and crisp so the reading
experience is optimized for mobiles too.

We would like FrameMaker users and other technical
communicators to check out the HTML, PDF, and CHM versions
of the FrameMaker. Tell us about any feedback you have on the
content or the experience.
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Your comment is awaiting moderation.

Where is the context sensitivity?
In whatever situation in text, which pod is active, wherever
my cursor is: F1 just opens the online Help Viewer in the first
page “Getting Started”.
Alto the offline Help does not show context sensitivity.
What is meant with this term?
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